Visual recovery from optic atrophy following acute optic neuropathy in the fellow eye
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The left eye of a 65-year-old male was blind due to optic atrophy and only seeing eye had also dry type age-related macular degeneration. An anterior ischemic optic neuropathy developed in the better seeing eye. Vision recovered in the blind eye in a short time after losing the better eye. Gaining some vision in a blind eye may be an adaptation of visual pathway in such patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Recovery from blindness is rare. A few cases have been reported who had significant visual improvement in the blind eye only after losing vision in the seeing better eye. These include age-related macular degeneration, amblyopia, and bilateral geographic atrophy.[1-6] Visual recovery of a blind eye from optic atrophy is very rare in the current literature.[7-9] Here we report on a case, to our knowledge for the first time, visual recovery of a blind eye with optic atrophy following sudden loss of vision in the seeing eye because of an acute anterior ischemic optic neuropathy.

CASE REPORT

The patient was a 65 years old man with hypertension who had been monitored for dry age-related macular degeneration for the last two years in ophthalmology department of University Hospital, Kırıkkale, Turkey, 2009. He also had optic atrophy due to anterior optic neuropathy in the left eye diagnosed two years previously. Visual acuities were 3/10 on the right and count fingers at 3 m on the left at his last visit. The patient presented with sudden onset of painless visual loss in the right eye. He did not complain of headache, scalp tenderness, jaw claudication, or any neurologic symptoms.

Best corrected visual acuities were hand movements and count fingers at 3 m right and left, respectively. Intraocular pressure measurements were normal. He was bilaterally pseudophakic. He had macular pigmentary disturbance predominantly in the right eye. On neuro-ophthalmic examination, the right eye had afferent pupillary defect with complete loss of color vision. The optic disc was swollen and hyperemic in the right eye and pale in the left [Figures 1a and b]. He had inferior altitudinal visual field defect on Goldmann visual field testing. Computed tomographies of orbit and brain revealed only age-related changes. Pattern visual evoked response demonstrated a conduction defect in the right eye. Hematological and biochemical investigations revealed no pathological findings.

The patient was decided to be followed with the diagnosis of anterior optic neuropathy in the light of these findings without any medications. At the one week’s visit, the blind eye had visual acuity of 2/10. The right eye was the same. On examination, there was not any significant change when compared with the previous findings. Two weeks later, the left eye came to the same level as the right eye was before the visual loss (3/10). Optic disc edema was minimal. Visual acuity at six months was 3/10.

DISCUSSION

It has been already known that eyes which suffered from optic neuropathies caused by trauma, neurological disorders, such as multiple sclerosis and Leber’s hereditary optic neuropathy, may soon recover useful vision.[1-4] But it is not common to see such an improvement in a blind eye with optic atrophy caused by ischemic optic neuropathy.[1-5] The rare cases with
visual recovery from optic atrophy include traumatic optic neuropathy, optic glioma, and tuberculum sellae meningioma.[7-9]

Indeed, no treatment has been shown to be efficacious for anterior ischemic optic neuropathy yet, while approximately half of the nonarteritic ischemic optic neuropathy patients gain three or more lines within six months of event.[2,4]

When optic disc loses its normal healthy fibers, it is relieved to as optic atrophy. This may result from injury to any portion of the visual pathway. It is the end stage appearance of an optic nerve damage for an eye. Observations in primates have suggested that signals including colors and forms are communicated to the visual cortex from the parvocellular geniculate subdivisions and these pathways are less prone to damage when optic atrophy is present.[10] Retinal ganglion cells subserving centrally located macular function may be spared even in the presence of significant optic atrophy.[11]

Bissell et al.[5] have noted visual recovery from macular geographic atrophy, this is the first case to report a visual recovery in an optic atrophy disease after losing the better seeing eye acutely. Recovery from macular disease has been explained by extrfoveal fixation, but it is not easy to find a relationship between visual improvement and optic atrophy. Animal studies have shown that monocular deprivation in adults may result in decreasing the acuity of the deprived pathway and improving the acuity of the nondeprived way.[12] In another study, unilaterally enucleated participants showed better letter recognition in comparison to normally sighted controls viewing monocularly.[13] In the light of these data, cortical response to monocular visual deprivation due to optic neuropathy may have resulted in with the reorganization of central and/or peripheral mechanisms including still viable cells or removal of binocular inhibitory interactions along the visual pathway on the blind side. Some aspects of visual ability in the remaining eye seem to be enhanced by the loss of binocularity as in this case.
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